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Abstract
Background: TruGraf is a blood test that measures gene expression signatures in kidney transplant recipients,
providing information on adequacy of immunosuppression. Signatures derived from peripheral blood using DNA
microarrays have been internally and externally validated in two populations of transplant recipients: (i) patients
designated as TX (“Transplant eXcellence”) - stable serum creatinine and normal biopsy, indicative of immune
quiescence, and (ii) patients designated as not-TX (renal dysfunction and/or histological abnormalities). The test is
intended for use in subjects with stable renal function as an alternative to protocol biopsies.
Methodology: Simultaneous blood tests and transplant biopsies were performed in 169 patients. The molecular
laboratory was blinded to renal function and biopsy results.
Results: Biopsy-confirmed clinical phenotype was TX (105 cases), not-TX (64). Renal function was stable in 125
subjects (105 TX, 20 not-TX). Positive predictive value of TruGraf for detecting TX was 86% and 105/125 (84%) had
a normal biopsy result.
Significance of study: In subjects with stable renal function, TruGraf blood test result of TX corresponded to
biopsy findings in 88% of cases. Results indicate that had the blood test been run in place of surveillance biopsies,
107/125 (86%) of patients with stable renal function may have avoided an invasive biopsy and 92/105 (88%) of
these patients with biopsy-confirmed TX may have avoided a biopsy for a negative result.
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Introduction
In 2015, 18,587 Americans received a kidney transplant, 60% of
whom were Medicare patients [1]. The number of Americans living
with and depending upon a functional kidney transplant is also rising.
In 2015, there were over 200,000 living kidney recipients in the US, an
increase of >3% per year since 2012 [2]. Results of kidney
transplantation from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients
(SRTR) 2015 Annual Report indicate that short-term outcomes of
kidney transplant patients have improved considerably due to an
improved understanding of the immune system’s role in transplant
rejection, as well as better management of immunosuppression.
However, 10 years after transplantation, only 47% of deceased donor
transplants and 63% of living donor transplants are still functioning
[1]. As a result, 13.2% of transplants every year are re-transplants, with
the unfortunate “side effect” that re-transplantation of some may deny
the opportunity of ever receiving a transplant to others on the waitlist
[1]. The US kidney transplant wait list currently contains more than
100,000 candidates, many of whom will die having never undergone a
transplant [3]. Currently, the median waiting list time for a kidney
transplant is 3.6 years [4].
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A key reason why long term graft loss remains a significant problem
relates to the fact that kidney injury that leads to irreversible damage,
and eventual graft loss, is most often asymptomatic, i.e., subclinical
immune injury leading to chronic rejection, for weeks and months
prior to detection. Following kidney transplantation, patients require a
lifetime of immunosuppressive drug therapy to prevent their immune
system from rejecting the kidney. There are significant challenges to
detecting injury early when the kidney has the greatest chance of
regaining normal function. The standard of care for monitoring and
detecting kidney injury includes measuring serum creatinine levels,
immunosuppressive drug levels and performing surveillance graft
biopsies [5,6]. Serum creatinine is an insensitive and lagging indicator
of tissue injury and is a poor marker of the underlying severity of graft
pathology, and drug levels may indicate potential toxicity, but are poor
predictors of subclinical rejection and kidney damage [7]. Biopsies are
expensive, invasive, risking infection and bleeding and even graft loss,
such that they are unsuited for frequent monitoring; moreover,
significant intra-observer variation in interpretation of biopsy results
exists [8].
Currently, there is no validated test to measure or monitor the
adequacy of immunosuppression, the failure of which may result in
over-immunosuppression and opportunistic infections, or underimmunosuppression leading to subclinical, acute and chronic rejection
[9]. Subclinical rejection (subAR) is histologically defined as acute
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rejection characterized by mononuclear cell infiltration identified from
a biopsy specimen, but without renal dysfunction (stable serum
creatinine level) [5,6,10]. SubAR can therefore, by definition, only be
diagnosed on surveillance biopsies taken as per the individual centers
protocol at a fixed time after transplantation, rather than being driven
by clinical indication [5,6]. In contrast, clinical rejection (cAR) is
characterized by acute functional renal impairment [6], and is
therefore typically diagnosed with a for-cause biopsy. Detecting subAR
with serial and non-invasive molecular biomarkers has become a highpriority objective of transplant medicine to prevent undetected subAR
that can lead to chronic rejection and transplant failure [5,6,9]. Recent
reviews have highlighted that biomarkers, that correlate with and/or
predict allograft injury and improve therapeutic decision making, are
priorities in transplantation, while underscoring the need for robust
multicenter validation studies [11-13].
The TruGraf blood test (Transplant Genomics Inc, Mansfield, MA)
is a Laboratory Developed Test (LDT) performed as a service available
exclusively through the Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendments (CLIA)-certified laboratory at Transplant Genomics Inc.
TruGraf relies on a specific gene expression signature in the peripheral
blood to enable proactive non-invasive serial monitoring [14,15].
We have discovered and validated signatures derived from the
peripheral blood of two populations of patients:
1) Patients following kidney transplantation with: (i) stable renal
function, defined as a serum creatinine <2.3 mg/dL and <20% increase
in serum creatinine compared to the average of 3 prior creatinine
levels; and/or (ii) surveillance biopsies that revealed no evidence of
histologic rejection. These patients were designated as TX.
2) Patients following kidney transplantation not meeting the strict
criteria for TX. All patients in this group had either stable renal
function (subclinical graft injury) or acute renal dysfunction (clinical
graft injury) and underwent either surveillance or for-cause biopsies
which confirmed the diagnoses. These patients were designated as notTX.
A TruGraf blood test reported as “TX” in a kidney transplant
recipient with stable renal function would allow physicians to identify,
with high probability, patients who can be followed routinely,
including with serial TruGraf monitoring, without the need for an
invasive surveillance biopsy. The TruGraf test result of TX in a patient
with stable renal function is a blood-based assay that provides a noninvasive assessment and a high probability of absence of graft
rejection/injury reflecting immune quiescence and adequate
immunosuppression. A TX result reassures the clinician that continued
monitoring is sufficient without the need for an invasive biopsy. This is
particularly important because surveillance biopsies only yield a
15-20% rate of positivity. Therefore, 80-85% of surveillance biopsies
are unnecessary.
As part of our CLIA laboratory test validation efforts, we evaluated
the analytical performance of the blood-based TruGraf gene expression
assay used to assess the absence of graft rejection/injury and by
inference, the adequacy of immunosuppression after kidney
transplantation [15]. We have also performed an economic analysis of
the cost effectiveness of molecular gene profiling in kidney transplant
recipients [16].
This manuscript describes a retrospective data analysis of the
clinical study that we performed to assess the potential ability of the
TruGraf test to decrease the number of protocol/surveillance biopsies
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(the standard of care at most high volume transplant centers) in kidney
transplant recipients with stable renal function.

Methods
Patients enrolled in this study were treated at The Northwestern
University (NU) Comprehensive Transplant Center (CTC) in Chicago,
IL and five participating clinical centers as part of the Genomics for
Kidney Transplantation Project (NIH 1U19AI063603-01). All studies
were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the respective
institutions and carried out in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration of 1975. The NU CTC houses a large repository of samples
from transplant recipients. All kidney transplant recipients at
Northwestern University undergo surveillance biopsies at 3, 12 and 24
months post-transplantation or for-cause biopsies in response to renal
dysfunction. All patients who undergo biopsies are approached to
provide informed consent to enroll in the biorepository.
In addition to blood samples (two 2.5 ml PAXgene tubes), kidney
biopsy cores were obtained for standard histology and to be stored in
RNAlater (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA) for future molecular
phenotyping. Biopsies were classified using Banff 2007 criteria [17].
For the current analysis, samples from 169 transplant recipients were
randomly selected. All samples for gene expression were derived from
recipients who had clinical and laboratory data available, as well as a
histologically confirmed biopsy diagnosis. All patients who
participated in this study were >18 years of age, and recipients of a
primary or subsequent kidney transplant alone. Recipients of multiorgan or prior non-renal transplants and patients with HIV were
excluded. Details of the gene expression profiling methodology have
been described previously [14,16,18].
The original version of the TruGraf test utilized a classifier
developed using the Support Vector Machines (SVM) algorithm to
identify genes specific to each phenotype (TruGraf 1.0). In further
analyzing the gene specific data, we found that highly variable
expressing genes were contributing to an increased noise level in the
assay’s performance. The classifier was therefore modified by using
Random Forests algorithm to select component genes, which enabled
in-depth interrogation of each gene’s weighting and contribution to the
assays performance (TruGraf 1.1). This resulted in performance
improvements in accuracy and positive predictive value (PPV) of the
TX phenotype. We analyzed data from these samples using a classifier
threshold of 0.6 to distinguish between TX and not-TX, and then
subsequently reduced the threshold to 0.5 to provide enhanced
sensitivity for TX at the expense of specificity. No classifier is perfect,
and the error profile can be manipulated based on trade-offs between
sensitivity for the positive result (i.e., TX) and specificity. In light of the
intended use for this assay, as described below, we concluded that it
would be preferred to bias the classifier towards somewhat over-calling
TX rather than risk over-calling not-TX. The 120 gene expression
markers used by the TruGraf 1.1 classifier are listed in Table 1.
Gene Symbol

Probeset ID

Entrez Gene

1553856_PM_s-at

P2RY10

27334

1554608_PM_at

TGOLN2

10618

1555730_PM_a_at

CFL1

1072

1555812_PM_a_at

ARHGDIB

397

1556033_PM_at

LINC01138

388685
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1557116_PM_at

APOL6

80830

210356_PM_x_at

MS4A1

931

1561058_PM_at

---

---

210985_PM_s_at

SP100

6672

1562505_PM_at

---

---

210996_PM_s_at

YWHAE

7531

1565913_PM_at

---

---

210999_PM_s_at

GRB10

2887

1566129_PM_at

LIMS1

3987

211207_PM_s_at

ACSL6

23305

1570264_PM_at

---

---

212099_PM_at

RHOB

388

ATP6V1G2-DDX39B
DDX39B /// SNORD84

/// 7919
///
100532737

212386_PM_at

TCF4

6925

200041_PM_s_at

212467_PM_at

DNAJC13

23317

///

200623_PM_s_at

CALM1
CALM3

801 /// 805 /// 808

212762_PM_s_at

TCF7L2

6934

200634_PM_at

PFN1

5216

213286_PM_at

ZFR

51663

200745_PM_s_at

GNB1

2782
214511_PM_x_at

FCGR1A /// FCGR1B ///
FCGR1C
2209 /// 2210 /// 100132417

214669_PM_x_at

IGK /// IGKC

3514 /// 50802

214907_PM_at

CEACAM21

90273

216069_PM_at

PRMT2

3275

///

CALM2

692199

///

200885_PM_at

RHOC

389

201236_PM_s_at

BTG2

7832

201251_PM_at

PKM

5315

201537_PM_s_at

DUSP3

1845

201612_PM_at

ALDH9A1

223

216950_PM_s_at

FCGR1A /// FCGR1B ///
FCGR1C
2209 /// 2210 /// 100132417

202080_PM_s_at

TRAK1

22906

217418_PM_x_at

MS4A1

931

202333_PM_s_at

UBE2B

7320

217436_PM_x_at

HLA-J

3137

202366_PM_at

ACADS

35

217979_PM_at

TSPAN13

27075

203273_PM_s_at

TUSC2

11334

217991_PM_x_at

SSBP3

23648

203921_PM_at

CHST2

9435

218438_PM_s_at

MED28

80306

204516_PM_at

ATXN7

6314

218527_PM_at

APTX

54840

205297_PM_s_at

CD79B

974

219100_PM_at

OBFC1

79991

205495_PM_s_at

GNLY

10578

219191_PM_s_at

BIN2

51411

205603_PM_s_at

DIAPH2

1730

219233_PM_s_at

GSDMB

55876

205905_PM_s_at

MICA /// MICB

4277 /// 100507436

219471_PM_at

KIAA0226L

80183

206652_PM_at

ZMYM5

9205

219938_PM_s_at

PSTPIP2

9050

207194_PM_s_at

ICAM4

3386

219966_PM_x_at

BANP

54971

208174_PM_x_at

ZRSR2

8233

221013_PM_s_at

APOL2

23780

208784_PM_s_at

KLHDC3

116138

221508_PM_at

TAOK3

51347

208997_PM_s_at

UCP2

7351

222471_PM_s_at

KCMF1

56888

209199_PM_s_at

MEF2C

4208

222582_PM_at

PRKAG2

51422

209304_PM_x_at

GADD45B

4616

222799_PM_at

WDR91

29062

209306_PM_s_at

SWAP70

23075

222891_PM_s_at

BCL11A

53335

BOLA2
/// 23049
///
LOC101060386 /// SMG1
101060386

222996_PM_s_at

CXXC5

51523

210057_PM_at

223465_PM_at

COL4A3BP

10087

210125_PM_s_at

BANF1

8815
223950_PM_s_at

FLYWCH1

84256

210253_PM_at

HTATIP2

10553
224516_PM_s_at

CXXC5

51523
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224549_PM_x_at

---

---

44790_PM_s_at

KIAA0226L

80183

224559_PM_at

MALAT1

378938

50314_PM_i_at

C20orf27

54976

224767_PM_at

LOC100506548 /// RPL37

6167 /// 100506548

54632_PM_at

THADA

63892

224840_PM_at

FKBP5

2289

59644_PM_at

BMP2K

55589

225012_PM_at

HDLBP

3069

225108_PM_at

AGPS

8540

225232_PM_at

MTMR12

54545

225294_PM_s_at

TRAPPC1

58485

225870_PM_s_at

TRAPPC5

126003

225933_PM_at

CCDC137

339230

226518_PM_at

KCTD10

83892

227052_PM_at

SMIM14

201895

227410_PM_at

FAM43A

131583

227458_PM_at

CD274

29126

227787_PM_s_at

MED30

90390

228928_PM_x_at

BANP

54971

229187_PM_at

LOC283788

283788

231035_PM_s_at

OTUD1

220213

232340_PM_at

MIATNB

#######

232375_PM_at

---

---

232405_PM_at

---

---

232420_PM_x_at

MAN1B1-AS1

#######

232864_PM_s_at

AFF4

27125

233186_PM_s_at

BANP

54971

233309_PM_at

---

---

235461_PM_at

TET2

54790

235533_PM_at

COX19

90639

235645_PM_at

ESCO1

114799

236298_PM_at

PDSS1

23590

239294_PM_at

PIK3CG

5294

240008_PM_at

---

---

242014_PM_at

---

---

242374_PM_at

---

---

242751_PM_at

---

---

242918_PM_at

NASP /// NASP

4678

243417_PM_at

ZADH2

284273

243981_PM_at

STK4

6789

244433_PM_at

---

---
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Table 1: TruGraf gene expression markers.
The intended for use of the test is the assessment of adequacy of
immunosuppression in subjects with stable renal function, as a
possible alternative to protocol biopsies, and possibly to help guide
TruGraf-informed for-cause biopsies. The results of the TruGraf test
were compared to the histologic diagnosis in the 125 subjects with
stable renal function. For this purpose a TruGraf blood test result of
TX was designated as the positive result. Performance metrics of the
TruGraf test were based on the comparisons between the blood test
result and the biopsy diagnosis in these 125 subjects. The molecular
laboratory was blinded as to the results of the biopsy histology.

Results
Renal function was stable in 125 subjects, 105 (84%) of whom had a
normal biopsy (TX), and 20 (16%) with a biopsy demonstrating
subAR. The results of TruGraf blood test and the comparison with the
clinical diagnosis (phenotype) in the 125 kidney transplant recipients
is shown in Table 2. TruGraf testing demonstrated the following
performance metrics for detecting TX: positive predictive value (PPV)
86% (95% Confidence Interval (CI) 83-89%), and negative predictive
value (NPV) 28% (95% CI 13-49%). Sensitivity of the TruGraf test was
88% (95% Confidence Interval [CI] 80-93%), specificity 25% (95% CI
9-49%).
TruGraf blood test
Clinical Phenotype

TX

Not TX

Total

TX

92

13

105 (84%)

Not TX

15

5

20 (16%)

Total

107

18

125

Table 2: Results of TruGraf blood test and comparison with clinical
phenotype in 125 kidney transplant recipients with stable renal
function.
In 92/105 subjects results of both the TruGraf blood test and the
biopsy diagnosis was TX (88% true positive), and was not-TX in 5/20
(25% true negative), giving an overall accuracy of 78% (97/128). The
TruGraf test was a false positive (TruGraf test TX, biopsy diagnosis
not-TX) in 15/125 cases (12%), and was a false negative (TruGraf test
not-TX, biopsy diagnosis TX) in 13/125 instances (10%).

Discussion and Conclusion
In our study, the PPV of the TruGraf test to detect TX was 86% and
NPV 28%, with an accuracy of 78%. This compares well with other
molecular diagnostic tests becoming available for use in transplant
recipients. The Allosure test (CareDx, Inc, Brisbane, CA) measures
circulating donor-derived cell-free DNA (dd-cfDNA) in transplant
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recipients. Studies have been reported in both heart [19] and kidney
[20] transplant patients.

TruGraf-prompted biopsies, far lower than the rate of negative biopsies
prompted only by protocol.

In kidney transplant recipients suspected of rejecting, dd-cfDNA
had a sensitivity of 59% (95% CI, 44-74%) to discriminate active
rejection (a term created to describe patients with >1% dd-cfDNA,
albeit with clinical meaning yet to be determined), from no rejection
with a PPV of 84% and NPV of 61% [20].

The results of the TruGraf test need to be considered in the context
of all of the other clinical information available to help support a
decision on whether or not to perform a protocol biopsy in a patient
who appears to be doing just fine. The universal use of TruGraf
monitoring would also allow for a standardized approach at all
transplant sites, avoiding the current lack of a standardized approach
to confirming immune quiescence or performing biopsies to detect
suspected subAR.

TruGraf is a qualitative, “rule in/ rule out” assay a TruGraf blood
test reported as “TX” in a kidney transplant recipient would allow
physicians to identify, with high probability, patients who can be
followed routinely, including with serial TruGraf monitoring, without
the need for an invasive surveillance biopsy. In addition, when
reducing immunosuppression in the normal course of following a
patient post-transplant, a signature of “TX” may reassure the clinician
that in the lower level of immunosuppression is adequate without
having to perform a protocol biopsy. Conversely, a signature of “notTX”, whether obtained in the process of monitoring a patient with
stable renal function, or following reduction in immunosuppression,
might prompt the clinician to monitor the patient more closely,
perhaps to reverse the reduction in immunosuppression, and if
indicated, to perform a biopsy.
In the particular cohort studied here, had the TruGraf blood test
been run in the place of surveillance biopsies, 92/105 (88%) of patients
with stable renal function and biopsy-confirmed TX would have
avoided undergoing a biopsy for a negative result. In addition, 5/20
(25%) of patients with biopsy-confirmed not-TX would have been
picked up with a blood test, providing additional decision support for
performing a surveillance biopsy in spite of stable renal function.
The implications of incorrect TruGraf results also need to be
considered. A false positive (TX blood profile but not-TX clinical
phenotype) TruGraf test result would have resulted in missing a case
that would presumably have been diagnosed as subAR on biopsy in
15/125 (12%) of patients. Given that the TruGraf test is designed to be
run serially, these likely subARs would have ample opportunity to be
picked up in the course of serial monitoring. In the case of a false
negative (not-TX blood profile but a TX clinical phenotype), the
TruGraf test result may have led to a TruGraf prompted biopsy in
13/125 (10%) of patients.
These data imply substantial clinical utility of the TruGraf test in
supporting physician decisions around kidney transplant recipient
health management and the ability to offer personalized
immunosuppression and reduce surveillance biopsies. Currently, large
scale prospective studies are being initiated to further test the utility of
TruGraf. The current study has demonstrated that peripheral blood
gene expression profiling may provide an effective, reliable and noninvasive method for assessing adequacy of immunosuppression in
kidney transplant recipients with stable renal function. Serial blood
profile monitoring can be done more frequently than kidney biopsies
and is less invasive, and results in a significant cost saving to the health
delivery system. It also has the potential to guide the clinician as to
when to do a biopsy in a patient with normal renal function, and may
eventually be a tool for replacing surveillance (protocol) biopsies. At
transplant sites that currently perform routine surveillance biopsies,
the routine use of TruGraf monitoring would reduce the overall
number of biopsies and significantly lower the number of negative
biopsies. At sites that do not currently use routine surveillance
biopsies, TruGraf would greatly increase detection of subAR following
TruGraf-prompted biopsies and result in a modest number of negative
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